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Fontana at Tornabuoni
Is there no limit to London’s appetite for Italian art centred on the 1960’s? It’s all over the auctions
and fairs, and you can also now see:
* Lucio Fontana at the impressive new Tornabuoni Art – 50 top examples, including two of only four
hexagonal paintings he made.
* Luxembourg & Dayan’s presentation of yet another worthwhile Boetti show – indeed the quality
and quantity is close to the Tate’s retrospective of 2013 (and Boetti is the key generative figure in
White Cube’s tapestry survey at Mason’s Yard).
* the slightly less well-known Alberto Burri at Mazzoleni: he should be up there with Fontana and
Boetti and this thiese exemplary selections from each of his phases show why..
* Two substantial presentations of artists in the kinetically-inclined Gruppo T: Robilant + Voena have
two floor of founding member Gianni Colombo, including a walk-in environment; Cortesi Gallery
show the elegant geometries of Grazia Varisco, its movement more often implied than literal.
* Paola Ugolini’s fascinating choice (at Richard Saltoun) of Italian women linked to performance –
the very intense Gina Pane and several more.
Given the quality, it’s hard to complain, but add the recent prominence of Manzoni, Pistoletto,
Dadmaino, Calzolari, Vedova, Carol Rama (who died recently at 97) and all the Arte Povera group,
and you may wonder whether there’s a key figure who hasn’t had a London solo show. Enrico
Castellani comes to mind, but you only have to wait till February for Dominique Lévy’s account of
him… Maybe Carla Accardi should also be lined up?

Boetti at Luxembourg & Dayan
Most days art Critic Paul Carey-Kent spends hours on the train, traveling between his home in
Southampton and his day job in London. Could he, we asked, jot down whatever came into his head?

